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Multiple regression assumptions

We expand our Gauss-Markov assumptions to:

Linearity: yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + · · ·+ βKxKi + εi

Exogeneity: E[εi | X] = 0

Homoskedasticity: Var(εi | X) = 0

No serial correlation: Cov(εi, εj | X) = 0 ∀ i 6= j

No multicolinearity: No xk can be written as a sum of the
other predictors.

Here, X refers to all data on the predictors.



Example

Suppose that we have an outcome yi, income, say, for three
different groups: high school dropouts, high school graduates,
and college graduates. Let x1i = 1 if i is a high school graduate
and x2i = 1 if i is a college graduate (we’ll consider these groups
mutually exclusive).

Variables of this type are called “dummy variables,” “indicator
variables,” or “fixed effects.”

Since there won’t be a variable for high school dropouts in our
model, they are called the reference group.



Difference in means

Then we can write

E[yi|x1i, x2i] = x1iE[yi|x1i = 1, x2i = 0] + x2iE[yi|x1i = 0, x2i = 1]

+ (1− x1i − x2i)E[yi|x1i = x2i = 0]

= E[yi|x1i = x2i = 0]

+ x1i [E[yi|x1i = 1, x2i = 0]− E[yi|x1i = x2i = 0]]

+ x2i [E[yi|x1i = 0, x2i = 1]− E[yi|x1i = x2i = 0]]

= β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i,

where

β0 =E[yi|x1i = x2i = 0],

β1 =E[yi|x1i = 1, x2i = 0]− E[yi|x1i = x2i = 0], and

β2 =E[yi|x1i = 0, x2i = 1]− E[yi|x1i = x2i = 0].



As a better model

A simple explanation for having a multivariate regression is
that it better models the world.

We may believe that there are many things that predict our
outcome and we want to include all these factors; in fact,
excluding important predictors can bias our estimates.

We maintain the linearity (in the βs) assumption because we
can approximate any function at a given point by a linear
function.



As increasing predictive power

Suppose that we have the regression

yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + εi.

This regression can’t be worse at predicting yi than the
regression

yi = α0 + α1x1i + ηi

(since the regression is different, the parameters are different,
hence α instead of β).



Explanation

Why? Suppose that, x2i in the first regression is useless in
making our predictions. Since we pick our βs by finding the
best prediction of y, then we’d just set β2 = 0, effectively
excluding x2.

In other words, we can always ignore a “bad” predictor by
setting its coefficient to 0 and thus it can’t hurt us.



Implications for R2

So the sum of squared errors
∑

(yi − ŷ)2 goes down when we
include more covariates.

This implies that the R2 cannot go down when we add more
predictors.

Adjusted R@ has the formula

R̄2 = 1− N − 1

N − (K + 1)

(
1−R2

)
;

K + 1 is the number of x’s we have plus 1 (for the intercept).

It can go up or down when we add a new variable. Adjusted
R2, then, is a better judge of the importance of an additional
variable.



Implications for standard errors

Our estimate of σ2 and thus our standard errors could also go
up or down.

σ̂2 =

∑
(yi − ŷ)2

N − (K + 1)
;

The numerator and denominator both get smaller as we add
covariates. In general, we don’t know which effect is bigger.



Moment conditions

The exogeneity assumption implies that

E[εi] = 0

E[x1iεi] = 0

E[x2iεi] = 0

...

E[xKiεi] = 0,

giving the moment conditions for multiple regression.



Moment conditions

These results imply that

Cov(x1i, εi) = 0

Cov(x2i, εi) = 0

...

Cov(xKi, εi) = 0;

the included predictors cannot be correlated with the error
term.



Multiple regression example

Suppose that you are interested in two sets of dichotomous
groups: men and women and blacks and whites. Let x1i be a
dummy indicating being female and x2i be a dummy indicating
being black; yi is income.



Multiple sets of dummy variables

We form the regression

yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + β3x1ix2i + εi

The term x1ix2i is called an interaction term.

To get the expected income of a white male, we just have β0.

To get the expected income of a white female, we calculate
β0 + β1.

To get the expected income of a black male, we use β0 + β2.

Lastly, the expected income of a black female is
β0 + β1 + β2 + β3.



Interpreting the coefficients

1 β0 is the expected income for a white male (i.e., the
intersection of the two reference groups),

2 β1 is the expected income that a white female earns above
the expected income of a white male,

3 β2 is the expected income that a black male earns above a
white male, and

4 β3 is the expected income that a black female earns beyond
the amount related to being black for men and of being
female for whites.



An assumption-free model

Since there are four groups in our data, we need three predictors
plus a constant term in our model (including the interaction
term) to get a model that holds without making assumptions.
If we had a predictor for each group, we’d have multicolinearity.

We could have a simpler model:

yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + εi,

but this assumes that the impact of being a woman is the same
for blacks and whites and the impact of being black is the same
for men and women; you can also think about it assuming that
β3 is 0 in the previous regression.



Partial derivatives

Partial derivatives answer the question, “how much does yi
change if we change xi, but every thing else stays the same?”
This reflects the ceteris paribus assumption in economics.

In other words, partial derivatives are the marginal effect of x
on y.



Coefficients as partial derivatives

Suppose that we have the regression

yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + εi.

We can take the partial derivatives of this equation and see that

∂yi
∂x1i

= β1 and

∂yi
∂x2i

= β2.

This result holds even if i’s level of education is correlated with
his father’s.



Multivariate regression coefficients

The coefficients on β̂ in multivariate regression are difficult to
write out in general. But, as it turns out, we can write them as

β̂k =
Cov(y, x̃k)

Var(x̃k)
,

where x̃k is equal to the residual of a regression of xk on all the
other covariates. This states the regression coefficient is based
on the relationship between y and that part of xk that isn’t
related to the other variables in the model—the relationship
between y and xk that can’t be predicted by any other variables.



Simple regression example

Suppose that we are in the univariate case. What if we regress
X on just a constant?

What is x̃i equal to?
x̃i = xi − x̄.

So we have

β̂k =
Cov(y, x̃k)

Var(x̃k)
=

Cov(y, xi − x̄)

Var(xi − x̄)

=
Cov(y, xi)− Cov(y, x̄)

Var(xi) + Var(x̄)

=
Cov(y, xi)

Var(xi)
,

as expected.



Multicolinearity

What if we have perfect multicolinearity; i.e., xki can be
predicted perfectly by the other xj 6=k,i?

Then x̃ki = 0 ∀ i and thus

β̂k =
Cov(y, x̃k)

Var(x̃k)
=

0

0
.

Estimates can be calculated, but they are not unique (in fact,
there are an infinite number of them).



Variance of the coefficients

These results are echoed in the equation for the variance that
we derived:

Var
(
β̂k

)
=

σ2

(1−R2
k)(N − 1)Var(xk)

,

where R2
k is the R2 from the regression of xk on all other

covariates.

In the case of perfect multicolinearity, R2
k = 1 and the variance

explodes, reflecting the uncertainty that we have about the
estimate of βk given the infinite possibilities.



Redundancy

Think about having the number of cars that a person owns yi
as a function of both his income in dollars x1i and his income in
thousands of dollars x2i:

yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + εi.

We can rewrite this as

yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + εi

= β0 + β1 (1000x2i) + β2x2i + εi

= β0 + (β2 + 1000β1)x2i + εi;

x1 doesn’t add any extra information from x2 and we can’t tell
their impacts apart.



Unidentified equation

We can only estimate or identify β2 + 1000β1—that’s the only
thing that we can get from the information that we have. Call
this parameter α1.

We have two unknowns, but only one equation:
β2 + 1000β1 = α1.

We can choose any of the infinite combinations of β1 and β2
such that this equation holds; these coefficients are not
identified.



Identification

A model is identified when its coefficients can be calculated
uniquely.



Causal effects

We can think of two outcomes for an individual: yi(1) when he
undergoes a treatment and yi(0) when he does not experience
treatment.

The causal effect of treatment is yi(1)− yi(0).

Can we calculate this directly?
No, because we either observe what happens to a person when
he is treated or when he is not treated—we can’t observe both.

This is the fundamental problem of causal inference.



Solution

The trick is to find a person that was treated and someone who
was not, but like the treated person in every other way.

Or we can model (e.g., using a linear function) how different
people are related using observable characteristics.

But, we can only model what we observe; we have to assume
that there aren’t any unobservable factors that influence the
outcome that are correlated with treatment. This is called
selection on observables or unconfoundedness (and is essentially
our exogeneity assumption).



Omitted variable equations

Suppose that we have a model

y = γ0 + γ1Ti + γ2xi + ε̃i.

Unfortunately, we omit x and instead run the regression

y = β0 + β1Ti + εi.

Further, suppose that xi can be written

xi = α0 + α1Ti + ηi.



Omitted variables bias

Let’s plug in xi to our true model of yi

y = γ0 + γ1Ti + γ2(α0 + α1Ti + ηi) + ε̃i

= (γ0 + γ2α0) + (γ1 + γ2α1)Ti + (ε̃i + γ2ηi)

We see that the coefficients that we estimate are equal to the
coefficient that we want (γ) plus a bias term.



When bias disappears

We see that there is no bias if either

γ2 = 0; i.e., x doesn’t belong in our model or

α1 = 0; i.e., x is uncorrelated with the variables in our
model (we might still get a biased constant term, but we
don’t usually care about that).



Signing the bias

Note that we can “sign” the bias—that is, we can ask whether
our estimate is too big or two small.

Suppose that we think that γ2 and α1 are both positive. Then
our estimate is equal to the true value γ1 plus a positive
amount γ2 × α1, which means that our estimate is too big.



Returns to education example

For example, suppose that we are estimating the impact of
education on wages, but leave out IQ. We would guess that IQ is
positively related to wages (γ2 > 0) and IQ is positively related
to the level of education that a person has (α1 > 0). Hence, we
think that our estimate of the returns to education is too big.



Worker training example

Alternatively, consider the impact of a worker training program
on wages. Here, our omitted variable is how “good” a worker
the person is. Suppose that “bad” workers decide to take the
training because they know that they can’t get work otherwise;
the goodness of a worker is negatively correlated with the
training program (α1 < 0). Goodness is positively related to
wages (γ2 > 0). Hence, we get an estimate that is too small.



Simple regression and OVB

Let Ti be whether a person is black and xi is his level of
education; yi is income.

If we run
y = β0 + β1Ti + εi

we suffer from OVB.

But I thought that a simple regression with a dummy variable
automatically satisfies linearity and exogeneity?

True, but only if we interpret the parameters as we defined for
that case.



Derivation of the slope coefficient

Recall that we have

β1 = E[y | Ti = 1]− E[y | Ti = 0].

Using the true model of y, this can be written as

E[y | Ti = 1]− E[y | Ti = 0] = E[γ0 + γ1Ti + γ2xi + ε̃i | Ti = 1]

− E[γ0 + γ1Ti + γ2xi + ε̃i | Ti = 0]

= γ0 + γ1 + γ2E[xi | Ti = 1] + E[ε̃i | Ti = 1]

− [γ0 + γ2E[xi | Ti = 0] + E[ε̃i | Ti = 0]]

= γ1 + γ2 [E[xi | Ti = 1]− E[xi | Ti = 0]]

= γ1 + γ2α1,

which is just as the OVB formula gives us.



Interpretation

So what’s going on here?

The simple regression coefficient really is the difference in
expected income between blacks and whites. We get an
unbiased estimate of this.

But this does not mean that being black causes a β1 change in
income, all else held fixed. There could be a difference in
expected incomes due to other factors that are correlated with
being black.

To get a causal interpretation, we need to assume that the
black dummy is uncorrelated with any other variable that
predicts income.



Summary

Essentially, we don’t need to make assumptions in this model as
long as the “biased” estimate of the causal effect (the simple
difference in means between blacks and whites) is the actual
thing that we want to estimate, hence it is an unbiased estimate
of this difference (not the causal effect).



A compound null

Suppose that we have an unrestricted regression

y = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + β3x3i + εi,

our null hypothesis is

H0 :

{
β2 = 4
β3 = 0,

and our alternative is the complement of H0; Ha = (H0)
c.



A proposed test

What if we test whether β2 = 4 or β3 = 0 separately, each using
a t test at the 5% level, then reject the joint null if either is
separately rejected?

Suppose that we were testing twenty restrictions and all of
them are true. How many of the individual t tests do we expect
to falsely reject?

We expect to falsely reject the null 5% of the time times twenty
tests; we expect to make one mistake. Thus, we expect to
falsely reject the joint test every time.

This is why we need to use a different framework.



A restricted model

Remember, we always start hypothesis testing by assuming that
the null is true. In this case,

y = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + β3x3i + εi

y = β0 + β1x1i + 4× x2i + 0× x3i + εi

y − 4x2i = β0 + β1x1i + εi

ỹ = β0 + β1x1i + εi.

If we regress ỹ on a constant and x1i, we have constructed a
restricted regression.

We need to move the 4x1i to the LHS because we cannot have a
variable without a free coefficient on the RHS.



The F statistic

We calculate the F statistic using the sums of squared residuals
from the unrestricted and restricted regressions, the number of
restrictions r (in our case, 2), and the degrees of freedom of the
unrestricted regression (N − (K + 1)):

F =
SSRR−SSRU

r
SSRU

N−(K+1)

=
N − (K + 1)

r

SSRR − SSRU

SSRU
.

This statistic has a F(r,N−(K+1)) distribution, where r is the
numerator degrees of freedom and N + (K + 1) is the
denominator degrees of freedom.

This statistic only works if we assume that the errors are
normally distributed. We often use a χ2 test instead, which is
based upon the asymptotic distribution of our estimators.



The F test and R2

Suppose that the restricted regression be no model at all—i.e.,
Y = β0.

Then, the restricted SSR is the total sum of squared errors
(SST) in our model. The number of restrictions is r = K. We
have:

(SST−SSR)
K
SSR

N−(K+1)

=
N −K − 1

K

(
SST

SSR
− 1

)
=
N −K − 1

K

(
1

1−R2
− 1

)
=
N −K − 1

K

R2

1−R2
.
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